ACE FURNACE AND RETORT CEMENT (FRC) is a non-asbestos, non-shrink, high temperature, light gray, retort/furnace/refractory cement capable of withstanding temperatures up to 3000°F. ACE FURNACE AND RETORT CEMENT (FRC) will provide durable, airtight seals and permanent non-porous fireproof joints. ACE FURNACE AND RETORT CEMENT (FRC) is used to cement and reset furnaces, boilers, stoves and chimney collars. ACE FURNACE AND RETORT CEMENT (FRC) can also be used to seal flue pipes, cement and bed firebrick and special combustion chambers, etc.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Simply to use - for surfaces or fluids
- Withstands temperatures up to 3000°F.

DIRECTIONS: Clean joints thoroughly using wire brush and water. Remove any oil and grease with a solvent and allow to dry. Prime surfaces by spreading ACE FURNACE AND RETORT CEMENT (FRC) into the pores. Smooth with trowel. For topping spread liberally on black fill between furnace and chamber. Level off with trowel. Do not start with a hot fire - raise temperature slowly to insure proper set.

SAFETY DATA: Wash hands thoroughly after use. KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.

CAUTION: Store in cool, dry place. Protect from freezing.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

- APPEARANCE: Paste
- COLOR: Grey
- pH: N/A
- SPECIFIC GRAVITY: N/A
- PACKAGING: 6x6# containers/case

Read Safety Data Sheet overleaf.
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